I.
Introduction : Vertex labelling :It is a mapping from set of vertices to set of natural numbers . Edge labelling :It is a mapping from set of edges to set of natural numbers .  Cordial labelling: For a given graph G label the vertices of G "0" or "1". And every edge ' 'ab of G will be labeled as "0" if the labeling of the vertices "a" and "b" are same and will be labeled as "1" if the labeling of the vertices "a" and "b" are different. Then this labeling is called a "cordial labeling" or the graph G is called a "cordial graph" iff, This can be labeled as shown is figure. This is CORDIAL. Now for n = 4m for m > 1 "G" can be considered as combination of graph shown above and hence can be labeled repeatedly as above which is CORDIAL. Hence, G IS CORDIAL FOR n = 4m
Case II. n = 4m + 1 Consider
Then G -{uv} is a bipartite graph with n = 4m. Hence it has a cordial labeling as given in case ( i ) which gives, | # of edges labeled "0"-# of edges labeled "1"| = 0 hence along with the same labeling if we label "u" as "0" and "v" as "1" we get, | # of vertices labeled "0"-# of vertices labeled "1"| = 0 and | # of edges labeled "0"-# of edges labeled "1"| = 1
Hence it is cordial.
G IS CORDIAL FOR n = 4m+1
Case III. Let n = 4m + 2 Let "G" be a bipartite regular graph of degree "2".
Consider
We know that, " If "G" is a regular bipartite graph of degree "2" then it can always be written as disjoint union of even cycles.
Let "G" be the graph which is the cycle of length "2n" Claim : Cycle of length 2n is cordial iff n is even. We can see that the labeling is cordial. Hence cycle of length "2n" where n is even is always cordial.
Proof of (b): Consider a cycle of length m = 2n where n is odd.  ---number of edges "ab" where "a" is a vertex in A labeled "i" and "b" is a vertex in B labeled "j"
With this notation we have,
Assuming "G" is cordial we get, Hence a cycle of length 2n is not cordial if n is odd.
Thus we have proved: Cycle of length 2n is cordial iff n is even.
A regular bipartite graph of degree 2 is cordial iff its every component can be written as a cycle of length 4n.
Hence the proof. graphs for k = 1, 2, n, n-1 where k is 
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